For Muhal Richard Abrams

ALL DAY IN THE ABSTRACTIONS
I sing on the blunt & sharp edge
    of all mysterious edges
I throw instrumental sweat of
    the chant into
opening lip muscles of the earth
    to absorb
the raw elements & activate
    the unmixed thunder
my song centered on a mass molten of iron
my song possessed in the mother drum forceps
densifying between
forge of hysterical blows muted
gyrating intersections rasping &
the orchestrated atmospheres clashing
    I ride the wind currents
    I climb the forest yelps
I exhume the innerlife rotation of
    other landscapes
my lungs filled with the fret marks of
    wandering notes
the sound opening like
bellowing mouth of the Mississippi River
time disappearing into
    a geography of passages
    space articulating space
form conceptualized &
    transfixed like the
grinding eye of sunrise over
    crawling deserts
memory stuffed into
    the flexibility of wrists
    pitches erupting from
    the percussive dance
    of fingers

    the balance of life
undulating through a constellation of elbows
phrases transformed into
    points of departure
attitudes linked to attitudes
a cluster of impulses wiping off
  references
tone embellished against tone
boundaries swallowed by
  history of the music
the music embedded with bitter leaves
the music wrapped in human skin
the music carrying cymbals of symbols
  between eyelids
the music crossing rhythms in praise
  of rhythms
  outside of
telescopes
the music discovering itself in
  transitional site
  of the target where
I sing the collective views
  the collaborated lines
  the unmathematical perceptions
  & the ramification of consequences into
the textures the prisms
  the tributes the hydepth
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